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Highly irresponsible crime type is a special crime in China, but scholars in 
China seems to have no interests in it. There are eleven law terms high 
irresponsibility embodied in the Penal Code. This is formal characteristic of this 
crime type. And essential characteristic is that doers with special degree nourish 
feelings of high irresponsibility, implement highly irresponsible behavior, and in 
result, bring up serious aftereffect. Penman divides this crime type into two parts: 
obvious one and connotative one. This paper only discusses obvious one. 
Chapter 1 of this paper mainly brings forward the concept of highly 
irresponsible crime type and analyzes the characteristic of the crime type. 
Highly irresponsible crime type is a typical crime type, which belongs to 
operation negligence, intersects supervision negligence. The status of this crime 
type determines that its characteristic which conformed to ecumenical 
negligence. On the contrary, this crime type possesses the characteristics 
including object, behavior and result aspect. So, studying on highly irresponsible 
crime type has special academic and practical purport.  
Chapter 2 researches into the essence of the highly irresponsible crime type 
by first talking over existing academic base of this crime type. Penman first 
discusses the essence of negligence crime, i.e. violating attention obligation, and 
then, makes a conclusion that highly irresponsible crime type’s essence is also 
violating attention obligation. 
Chapter 3 concludes the confirmation of highly irresponsible crime type in 
the perspective of the medical accident crime. Penman first discusses the 
confirmation of this crime type in the aspect of the mentality and behavior, and 
analyzes the exception of this crime type afterward, eventually discusses the 















Chapter 4 first analyzes the relations and differences among 
highly irresponsible crime type, operation negligence and 
supervision negligence. Based on it, penman puts forward the 
viewpoint that the criminal duty of the operation negligence ought 
to be beyond common negligence.  
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